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Monday, May 26. 2008

Obama unveils new "Obama Bucks" Food stamp program
*****10-20-08 Update to this story****
In May I drew this cartoon and posted a satirical article regarding a fake Obama food stamp plan. This article was
complete satire and I wanted to let anyone reading this know that this was not a slight on Obama at all. It was a satirical
look at some of the Fox News watching right-wingers out there that are afraid of a government that sponsors welfare
type programs.
It was intended to poke fun at the unrealistic fears and agenda of racism that a fringe element of Republicans strongly
embrace.
Evidently, people that did not take the satirical nature of the article in to account and not exploring other posts on this
site forwarded my "Obama Bucks" food stamp image to their racist right wing counterparts.
So now this is a major news story.
Some dumb ass from the right wing group Chaffey Community Republican Women led by a housewife named Diane
Fedele, thought it would be a good image to include in their Republican newsletter.
What a complete moron.
Ms. Fedele has stated that she didn't notice the watermelon, ribs, and KFC chicken images in the picture and just
thought it looked like food.
This image was created to take to task a minority of Republicans that are racist and paranoid about someone with a
different skin color. I was making fun of Republicans, not at all trying to be racist towards Barack Obama.
I appreciate all of the attention, but the people targeted in this news piece are the people I am fighting for! The
minorities. The welfare recipients, and the pissed off black chick with hazel colored eyes. This "cartoon" (as described in
the media), was meant to empower African Americans to stand up for and defend themselves against racial intolerance.
This "cartoon" was prescribed to showcase the racial hatred and intolerance towards the "left" and it's liberal "welfare"
economic plan.
Guess what? The radical right picked up this fumble and ran with it right into the opponents goal line.
The fact that a website like this exists is not evidence of racial hatred or divide, but the fact that an image taken from this
website was used in a legitimate publication to promote the Conservative agenda must be proof of either existing racism
or utter stupidity.
The original article and illustration from May 26th is included unedited below.
*****10-20-08 End of Update****
In another move to appeal to the large African-American voter base, presidential candidate Barack Obama released his
new "Obama bucks" food stamp program, it was reported Monday.
"Barack cares about his constituents", Obama's campaign manager David Plouffe stated in an interview Monday.
"Not only will this move expand the much needed food stamp program that ensures sustenance for millions of (black)
children and needy adults, but it will also remind (the black) constituents of what they are at the store to buy. We see it
as a win-win situation for the (black) community. It is like cash with a shopping list printed on it."
"Red Kool-Aid, fried chicken, watermelon, and even pork ribs are displayed on the document as a reminder", Plouffe
continued, "The food stamp amount correlates to the cost of the item. For example, the $10 food stamp has things like
ribs and chicken, while the $5 food stamp relevantly displays Collard Greens, and grape soda."
Posted by TK (Admin) at 03:56
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Saturday, May 17. 2008

USPS releases new "Myanmar" themed postage stamps.
The United State Postal Service released it's new Myanmar themed stamps, it was reported today.
"What a terrible tragedy this country has suffered", stated United States Postmaster General John Potter. "What a
reassuring and supportive thing we are doing for this devastated nation."
Asked about the choice of photos selected for the stamps, "What best sums up this country? Vast oil fields? Riches of
gold and iron? It's lucrative child sex business? No", stated Potter, "It's the dead bloated black corpses flowing down the
muddy embankments of the Salween river."
"We have a very selective system of choosing what images to use on stamps. First; we do market research to see what
stamps will sell. Secondly, we create test run plates that further gauge the market. And lastly, we put dead bloated
black people floating in bodies of water on them. This isn't something we just issue without the proper research."
The reception to these stamps has thus far received luke-warm praise, with retail sales only half that of the moderately
popular "The Girls of Columbine" commemorative stamp set issued last year featuring the scantly-clad and often wheel
chair bound female victims of the infamous school shooting.
Posted by TK (Admin) at 00:23
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